The generation procedure proposed aims at the modelling of the process of verbal and nominal inflexion in Bulgarian.
S = (s I, s2,..., s n )-a set of stems in Bulgarian (these can be the stems of dictionary entries in .a sufficiently full dictionary of Bulgarian or the stems of lexical items used by the native speaker in his language behaviour). K = (kl, k2, .., k~ -where k i i s a number of an inflexional type. G = (g1' g2''''' gp) " where gi is grammatical meaning. P = < f1' f2"''' fg) " where fi is an ending. T = < tl, t2,... , tr) -where t i is the so called "theme", i.e. one of the following elements: a thematic vowel in the verbal conjugation, a form-building suffix in the nominal declension or an extension of the stem in putting an article to some masculine adjectives. A = < al, a2,... , a s) -where a i is a postpositional article. is to assume the identity "stem = word form" in the articleless form, i.e. the elimination of the zero ending as an element of the declension, which, however, would strongly affect the paradi~natio system.
The choice of concrete values of t, d, f and a for each s i is determined by the value of k i and the elements of G s assigned in their initial state.
This network Jointly represents the models of verbal and nominal inflexion.
Treated separately, the three basic The choice of procedures I, II or III within the framework of the basic generation procedures is determined by the elements of G s and the value of k i in the initial state, The existence of disjunction in procedures I, II and III for nominal generation is conditioned by the existence or absence of an "article form" value among the elements of G s. The transitions A and B of the generating procedure for partiolplem are executed sequentially.
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